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Abstract

Through the past few years, in-browser streaming of audiovisual content has
become a commodity. Due to the diverse nature of possible audiovisual applic-
ations, there is often a need for accompanying descriptors and other metadata,
such as semantic annotations, captions, etc. The metadata need to be sent in
a timely fashion along with the multimedia content. The use of XML in such
cases is common, and the usual approach for in-browser transmission of such
data is via AJAX. Even though AJAX can be sufficient for many services,
there is consideration for few offline or live scenarios. With MP4Box and
MP4Box.js we are able to synchronously stream and consume XML and
multimedia data, packaged in MP4 containers, with a standard browser. Ac-
companying XML documents can be transmitted as a whole, or progressively
(in fragments). In this paper, we define the use-cases for this technology,
analyze the requirements and present the mechanisms of MP4Box and
MP4Box.js for XML end-to-end transmission inside the browser.
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1. Introduction
With the bloomofHTML5 and its <video> and <audio> tags, audiovisual (A/V) content
transmission and presentation has become an essential functionality of the modern
browser. In 2013, IP video traffic accounted for the 66% of the total internet traffic,
and this number is expected to reach 79% by 2018, according to CISCO [1]. This
growth affects XML technologies, since an important use of XML is for storingmedia
information, subtitles, lyrics and other audiovisual content enhancements. The
aforementioned complementary XML documents have to be transmitted and pro-
cessed in-browser - synchronously with the main A/V content. However, such a
technology, with support for both online (live and on-demand) and offline content,
is yet to be widely spread.
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Using the <video> element allows easy integration of A/V content, with common
web technologies such as HTML, CSS and Javascript. Specifically in the case of
Javascript, HTML5 defines an API consisting of Methods, Properties and Events,
aiming at A/V content control. However, there are several ways to deliver the actual
media to the client. As a result, the transmission of the accompanying XML docu-
ments and their proper handling on the receiving end becomes challenging.

In this paperwe propose an end-to-end approach for streamingXMLdocuments
in the browser. The multimedia content along with the accompanying XML docu-
ment(s) are packaged in aMP4 container. Then, they are transmitted synchronously,
and the received content is made available by the browser to the web application,
either live, or for offline consumption.

Synchronized In-Browser XML streaming can be applied to a plethora of use
cases. From common scenarios such as subtitling and vector graphic enhancements,
tomore exotic, such as distributedKinect-based applications formultimedia control
[2] or digital puppetry [3].

In Section 2, we present some past and current trends in XML streaming. Fol-
lowed in Section 3 by a description of our proposal for packaging XML inMP4 files.
Then in Section 4 and Section 5, we detail the implementation of the packaging
process with MP4Box, and the extraction mechanism in MP4Box.js, respectively.
Finally in Section 6, we conclude this paper and reveal our current work on the
topic.

2. Related Work
TheRemote Events for XML [4]W3CDraftwas producedwith the purpose ofDOM
events transmission. The syntax defined could have been used for document
streaming, besides the fact that itwas focused onDOMtree enhancements.However,
it did not include any notions of media synchronization or packaging. In the end,
the draft was dropped due to legal implications.

Niedermeier et. al. developed a technique for compression and streaming of
XML Data [6]. This schema-aware method is part of the MPEG-7 standard. XML
documents are run through a binary encoding algorithmand the resulting fragments
are transmitted. It also includes a text-encoding method. MPEG-7 streams can be
stored inMP4 containers. But neither of the stream formats is deployed in browsers
yet.

Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) uses MPEG-2 Transport Streams (TS) for
media packaging and ID3 Tags for metadata [5]. However, the metadata is not in
an XML format, nor easily extractable within a browser. The WebVTT format also
used by HLS for subtitles could facilitate timed XML data delivery, but WebVTT
cannot be packaged in a singleMPEG-2 TS filewith the A/V content, making offline
processing and content distribution difficult.
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A web development paradigm that can be used for in-browser metadata is
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). More specifically, in the Comet model
of AJAX, a persistent connection is established between the server and the client.
By using the open request made for the connection, it is up to the server to set the
event to commence the data transfer (Long-Polling technique).When the server has
available data, the client receives a Push Notification. Even though AJAX has some
advantages comparing to the other alternatives, it can only be used for online services
(not for offline). Our implementation on the other hand, is suitable for any consump-
tion mode - even offline.

3. The Mechanism
Asmentioned in Section 1, theXMLdocuments are packagedwith the accompanying
media file(s) in an MP4 container (the process is detailed in Section 4). Then, the
client browser is responsible for requesting the MP4 file from the server. The play-
back can be achieved via Simple Streaming, inwhichwe have a ProgressiveDownload
of the file, and it is the use-case of plain <video> tag. Alternatively, we can have Ad-
aptive Streaming by utilizing the extra functionalities provided by the use of Media
Source Extensions (MSE).

In respect to these media delivery methods, there are two ways XML data can
be streamed:
• One XML document per time (or time range). In this scenario, an entire XML docu-

ment is timely delivered, for consumptionwithin a time range of the audiovisual
content. This method can introduce some latency with sizable files, since it re-
quires the browser to fetch thewhole XMLdocument in order to use it, or it may
cause some overhead if the XMLdocuments are repetitive. However, it is simple
and applicable tomany use cases. An example usage is the carriage of [9] subtitles
in MP4 files.

• OneXMLSection (of a document) per time (or time range). In this scenario, fragments
of an XML document are coupled with a time range of the audiovisual content.
Fragments are delivered progressively, removing the latency of the previous
approach, but requiring a progressive consumption of the XML data. In partic-
ular, since the reception of the XML document is continuous and in fragments,
we cannot have a balanced XML at a given time. To remove the overhead of the
previous approach, common data is delivered upfront in a document header.
Finally, seeking into the document stream can be more complex than with the
previous scenario. It is only possible at positions in the document that require
only the header information and nothing between the header and the current
position. Such position is called a Random Access Point (RAP). The storage in
MP4 permits indications on where the RAPs are located in the stream, thus -in
conjunction with the header stored specifically- allowing seeking.
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Both of the aforementioned delivery methods can be realized with our platform,
which is composed of two parts, and detailed below:
• a server side packaging solution (MP4Box)
• a client side browser tool (MP4Box.js)

3.1. MP4Box
In order to provide a complete end-to-end XML streaming solution, MP4Box can
be used for the packaging of the A/V and XML content in MP4 containers (on the
server side). MP4Box is part of the GPAC multimedia framework [8].

An example of XML document streaming would be Timed Text Markup Lan-
guage (TTML) subtitling [9]. In live scenarios, with real-time subtitle editing, several
XML documents can be packed in the A/V stream. For such cases, Timed Text sup-
port was added to the ISO Base Media File Format (ISOBMFF) MPEG-4 Part 30.

MP4Box achieves any XML stream integration, in a similar with TTMLmanner,
by using NHML descriptor files as follows:

MP4Box -add test_file.nhml:lang=en media_file.mp4

The NHML file details the integration of the XML documents in the MP4 track.
For the commandmentioned before, we can use a file as the one shown in Figure 1.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<NHNTStream version="1.0" timeScale="1000" trackID="1"

mediaType="meta" mediaSubType="metx"
xml_namespace="http://example.namespace.org">

<NHNTSample DTS="0" isRAP="yes" mediaFile="first.xml"/>
<NHNTSample DTS="10000" isRAP="yes" mediaFile="second.xml"/>
<NHNTSample DTS="20000" isRAP="yes" mediaFile="last.xml" duration="10000"/>

</NHNTStream>

Figure 1. Sample NHML file for packaging of multiple documents

With the above specifics, the metadata is inserted in an MP4 track with ID "1". This
track will contain media of type 'meta' (i.e. metadata) and subtype 'metx' (i.e. in
XML format). With this 'metx' configuration, we have one XML document per
sample, as indicated in Figure 2, with here 3 samplesmade of 3 different documents.
Other supported mediaTypes for XML packaging are shown in Table 1. The
'xml_namespace', is the namespace of the packaged XML document. The start time
(measured in timeScale units) of each sample is is given by the DTS attribute, set to
0 for the first one. If multiple samples are used, for each sample, the DTS difference
between two consecutive samples is used to compute its duration, but the last sample
should have the duration attribute set. All samples are marked as RAP since they
contain a self-contained XML document.
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Figure 2. Streaming of multiple XML documents

Table 1. XML-suitable mediaTypes and mediaSubTypes

UsageDefinitionmediaSub-
Type

media-
Type

One XML document per
sample

XML Metadatametx

meta
XML documents and frag-

ments
Text (including XML)

Metadata
mett

One XML document per
sample

XML Subtitlestpp

subt
XML documents and frag-

ments
Text (including XML) Sub-

title
sbtt

XML documents and frag-
ments

Text (including XML)
Stream

stxttext

NHMLalso considers the fragmentedpackaging of aXMLdocument, for progressive
consumption (Figure 3). The desired fragments are defined either in terms of docu-
ment element tags (referenced by their "id" or "xml:id" attributes), or sample position
and size. For the tag approach, the 'xmlFrom' field indicates the location of the first
tag to copy from the document, while 'xmlTo' the last one. Alternatively, if we want
to define the fragment in position and size, 'dataLength' defines its size, and 'me-
diaOffset' the position of the first byte. The 'isRAP' field is used to specify if a frag-
ment is suitable for RAP. In order to achieve seeking with RAPs, the header of the
documentmust be declared. Figure 4, shows an example use ofNHML for progress-
ive XML streaming, using XML elements (tags) selection.
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Figure 3. Progressive streaming of single XML document

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<NHNTStream version="1.0" timeScale="1000" trackID="1"

mediaType="meta" mediaSubType="mett"
mediaFile="document.xml" headerEnd="elt1.start"/>

<NHNTSample DTS="0" isRAP="yes" xmlFrom="elt1.start" xmlTo="elt1.end"/>
<NHNTSample DTS="1000" isRAP="no" xmlFrom="elt1.end" xmlTo="elt3.end"/>
<NHNTSample DTS="2000" isRAP="yes" xmlFrom="elt3.end" xmlTo="elt10.end"/>

</NHNTStream>

Figure 4. Sample NHML file for fragmented packaging

3.2. MP4Box.js
In order to achieve the proposedXMLdocument transmissionmethod, on the client
side, we developed a tool that is able to extract the accompanying data from the
MP4 container. Since the XML fetching happens inside the browser,MP4Box.jswas
developed in javascript. This way, it can be integrated in any web application.

MP4Box.js decouples the accompanying XML documents from the A/V stream
and utilizes the <track> HTML element to synchronize (and possibly render) the
data. The <track> element is used inside the <video> or <audio> tag, as a child element,
and holds timed text data. The pre-defined data types that <track> can host are set
in the "kind" attribute, which can take values of: subtitles, captions, descriptions,
chapters or metadata. Metadata is a special case, since there is no predefined ren-
dering and accompanying scripts can utilize the data as desired, by using cue events
for synchronization.

An example usage of MP4Box.js setup in order to parse XML samples is shown
in Figure 5. An MP4Box instance is created and with setExtractionOptions, its
parameters are the track "id" and the "user" parameter for the onSample callback -
typically a TextTrack object. The "options" parameter is used to define if the sample
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array should start with a RAP sample and the total number of samples to receive
for the callback. In turn, onSample returns an Array of samples, for track with "id",
when called by "user".

mp4box = new MP4Box();
mp4box.setExtractionOptions(id, aTextTrack, options);
mp4box.onSamples = function (id, user, samples) {
var sample;
var parser;

for(var i in samples) {
sample = samples[i];
if(samples.description.type === "metx") {
parser = new XMLSubtitlein4Parser();
var sampleDocument = parser.parseSample(sample).document;
user.addCue(transformDocToCue(sample, sampleDocument));

}
else if(sample. description.type == "mett") {
parser = new Textin4Parser();
var sampleText = parser.parseString(sample);
user.addCue(transformTextToCue(sample, sampleText));

}
}

}

Figure 5. MP4Box.js code extract

Each sample that is extracted from the stream contains the XML data and the
packaging information (timestamps, isRAP, etc) - set with MP4Box via the NHML
descriptors. The actual XML data is stored in the field "data" of the sample, as an
ArrayBuffer. Figure 6 shows the extracted first sample (XMLdocument), as defined
in Figure 1.

{
"track_id":1,
"description": [Box],
"is_rap":true,
"timescale":1000,
"dts":0,
"cts":0,
"duration":1000,
"size":41,
"data": [ArrayBuffer]

}

Figure 6. JSON representation of a sample
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A screenshot of a webpage containing information on the available tracks of a mp4
file is in Figure 7. MP4Box.js is used to extract the details of one video track and
five tracks with XML data - one for each mediaSubType. More information on the
usage and features of MP4Box.js can be found at the github repository of GPAC1.

Figure 7. Stream info output of MP4Box.js

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the mechanisms of MP4Box and MP4Box.js. An
end-to-end solution for XML document streaming inside the browser. We have ex-
plained the process of packaging inmp4 containers on the distribution side, as well
as the XML data extraction mechanism for the client.

In the futurewe plan on adding support for specific XML senarios, such as SVG.
SVG files can be currently transmitted as a whole inside an MP4 file. However,
there is consideration for progressive streaming of SVG files [10]. In that case, a
fragmented file can be progressively transported and rendered.

1 https://github.com/gpac/mp4box.js/
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